What is uni-assist?

Uni-assist, the University Application Service for International Students, supports international applicants applying for an admission to German university.

Why does Hochschule Düsseldorf need uni-assist and what are your advantages?

Uni-assist relieves HSD of a lot of administrative work. This enables us to use our resources more effectively.

uni-assist:

- documents all relevant application data
- checks whether non-German qualifications meet the requirements of the Central Office for Foreign Education (ZaB) and are appropriate for admission to a German university
- converts international grades into their German equivalents
- checks language skills and other university requirements for specific courses

Your advantages:

- **Money:** Certified documents are accepted at many uni-assist universities. Multiple applications to uni-assist universities therefore cost a fraction of those to non-member universities which charge a handling fee.
- **Time Saving:** You can apply for a German visa in your home country once uni-assist confirms your application has been sent to the university.
- **Better Chances:** uni-assist accepts unlimited multiple applications to all uni-assist universities. This means you increase your chances of getting a university place. The uni-assist clearing procedure offers you a second chance if you are a formally authorised applicant and have not received a place after your first application.
- **Active Support:** You are informed immediately if your application is incomplete or documents are missing so that you can submit the correct papers within the application deadline (this is NOT yet an official acceptance!)
- **Service:** uni-assist offers daily consultation hours, a telephone hotline and email service.